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Welcome 
 
Review classroom list – you are going to need your reading glasses!! 

What is the preferred format? 
What other data are we interested in? 
Review active learning categories 
How will we maintain/update data? 
Review active learning categories 
 

Determine classroom definitions and expectations 
 What are the State’s definitions? 

What is a “grid” classroom?   
What is a “department” classroom? 
What is a “laboratory”?   
Should the computer labs be in a separate category? 
 

One issue with summer 2019 classrooms – eNook removal? 
 
What is the process to do classroom renovation? 
 Requests 

Timeline and deadlines 
Requirements 
When will we select the 2020 classrooms to upgrade?  
What is the criteria to consideration to be on the list?  

 
How do we support classrooms?  
 FIU example 
 Do we want a BGSU equivalent? 
  
What else would you add? 
 
Next meeting - June 28 
 
 
Minutes of meeting April 26, 2019  
 
John Ellinger handed out meeting agenda and minutes from prior meeting. 
 
John Ellinger discussed the master list of classrooms currently on the committee SharePoint site.  
Capital Planning, Registrar and ITS agree that all classrooms and laboratories are now on the list. 



 
 Andrea Depinet suggested adding a column to reflect rooms used for Conferences and Events.  
 
John Ellinger would like to filter the Master list by taking out the new classrooms in EDUC, 
UHALL, Moseley, Kuhlin, OLSC, TB and Maurer that have been built or renovated in recent 
years.  
 
A second filter to screen out the list would be classrooms in sciences (HHS, MSC, PSLB, PSYC, 
Overman, and LSC) since these facilities are under evaluation for significant renovations.  
 
Eliminating these two categories will more fully expose the classrooms requiring attention. 
 
Some of the priorities for selecting classrooms for future renovation: 
 

1) Close to campus core  
2) Seating capacity greater than 30  
3) Classrooms falling into 40-50 seat category would have high priority 
4) Faculty prefer flat classrooms as compared to tiered classrooms. 
5) Future Active learning classrooms should target 26-27 SF/Student. 

 
Definitions of labs and classrooms. The State of Ohio provides the following definitions. 
 
The 110 Classroom is defined as: 
  
Definition: A room used for classes and that is also not tied to a specific subject or discipline by equipment in the 
room or the configuration of the room.  
Description: Includes rooms generally used for scheduled instruction that require no special, restrictive equipment 
or configuration. These rooms may be called lecture rooms, lecture-demonstration rooms, seminar rooms, and 
general purpose classrooms. A classroom may be equipped with tablet armchairs (fixed to the floor, joined in 
groups, or flexible in arrangement), tables and chairs (as in a seminar room), or similar types of seating. These 
rooms may contain multimedia or telecommunications equipment. A classroom may be furnished with special 
equipment (e.g., globes, pianos, maps) appropriate to a specific area of study, if this equipment does not render 
the room unsuitable for use by classes in other areas of study.  
Limitations: This category does not include Conference Rooms (350), Meeting Rooms (680), Assembly (610) 
facilities, or Class Laboratories (210). Conference rooms and meeting rooms are distinguished from seminar rooms 
according to primary use; rooms with chairs and tables that are used primarily for meetings (as opposed to classes) 
are conference rooms or meeting rooms (see room codes 350 and 680 for distinction). Auditoria are distinguished 
from lecture rooms based on primary use. A large room with seating oriented toward some focal point, and which 
is used for dramatic or musical productions, is an Assembly (610) facility (e.g., an auditorium normally used for 
purposes other than scheduled classes). A class laboratory is distinguished from a classroom based on equipment 
in the room and by its restrictive use. If a room is restricted to a single or closely related group of disciplines by 
special equipment or room configuration, it is a laboratory (see 200 series).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The 210 Class Laboratory is defined as: 
 
Definition: A room used primarily for formally or regularly scheduled classes that require special purpose 
equipment or a specific room configuration for student participation, experimentation, observation, or practice in 
an academic discipline.  
Description: A class laboratory is designed for or furnished with equipment to serve the needs of a particular 
discipline for group instruction in formally or regularly scheduled classes. This special equipment normally limits or 
precludes the room's use by other disciplines. Included in this category are rooms generally called teaching 
laboratories, instructional shops, typing or computer laboratories, drafting rooms, band rooms, choral rooms, 
(group) music practice rooms, language laboratories, (group) studios, theater stage areas used primarily for 
instruction, instructional health laboratories, and similar specially designed or equipped rooms, if they are used 
primarily for group instruction in formally or regularly scheduled classes. Computer rooms used primarily to 
instruct students in the use of computers are classified as class laboratories if that instruction is conducted 
primarily in formally or regularly scheduled classes.  
Limitations: Does not include Classrooms (110). Does not include informally scheduled or unscheduled laboratories 
(see 220). This category does not include rooms generally defined as Research/Non-class Laboratories (250). It 
does not include gymnasia, pools, drill halls, laboratory schools, demonstration houses, and similar facilities that 
are included under Special Use Facilities (500 series). Computer rooms in libraries or used primarily for study 
should be classified as Study Rooms (410).  
 
Bruce Meyer believes money for future classroom upgrades and/or conversions will be difficult 
to come by until classroom utilization metrics improve for the 50% level to the 70% level. 
 
Cecilia Castellano stated improving utilization metrics will require the Academy to make 
decisions on opening more buildings and classrooms to central control. 
 
Current Active Learning Classroom categories are:  
 

a. ALC = True/complete Active Learning Classroom - these rooms 
have:  continuous whiteboards, updated technology, and all mobile furniture 

b. ALC-L = Active Learning Classroom-Light - these rooms, at a minimum 
have:  mobile chairs.  Room may have one of the other ALC features 
(whiteboards or technology).  Rooms with fixed chairs or tables are considered 
ALC-L. 

c. ALC L F = Active Learning Classroom-Light - with Fixed features.  Room has at 
least one ALC feature (whiteboards, updated technology or some mobile 
furniture; but also has fixed seats and/or tables. 

  
The definition of a "Grid Classroom" is a classroom or laboratory controlled by the Registrar.  
John Fisher noted the exception is the Moseley Hall laboratories that are scheduled by the 
departments using them. 
 
All other classrooms and laboratories not on the “Grid” are considered “departmental” and 
responsibility of the home department. 
 
John Ellinger asked all committee members to review the master list to determine opportunities 
to improve classroom utilization and look for future renovation opportunities.  
 



John Fisher suggested as a starting point of converting classrooms we bring University 403 and 
404 back to the conference rooms that they were originally intended. The Committee approved 
and they will be conference rooms no later than spring semester 2020.  
 
John Ellinger informed the committee that e-Nooks are no longer manufactured. For the current 
construction of MMAC and Maurer custom e-Nooks from a local casework manufacturer will 
take the place of the original e-Nook.  Future options will be discussed at the June meeting  
 
  
Next meeting June 28, 2019 


